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A: If you have a problem when downloading keygen.exe, one possible solution is to modify the URL of the file you download, like this:
Parse the link, and look for the text "download" Open your browser, use your right mouse button and select "Open Link in New Window"
Use the "location URL" of the "new" window For example, if the link is: You will end up with the URL: Q: Use dict from a 2nd template
in the first template I'm new to the django template engine and I've run into this problem. I have a template which is something like this
(simplified): {% csrf_token %} {% for item in some_collection %} {{item}} {% endfor %} And I have a collection which is used in that
form. How would I go about doing something like: {% for key, value in my_dict %} {% if value.field == 'active' %} {% csrf_token %}
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